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Is now the time to treat
your home to a revamp?
With autumn rolling around,
inject a little extra comfort
and cosiness into your home

S

OMETIMES, just a few
clever touches are all you
need to make your home
feel warm, cosy and
ready for autumn. It’s all
about bringing in warmer
colour schemes and more snugglesome
textures. Grab your cocoa and read on...

SOFA SO GOOD

The most sumptuous living rooms centre
around the sofa – one that coaxes you
towards sinking into it, laying across it
and totally unwinding. Buying a new
sofa – or even upcycling an old
favourite – is one of the
most important
investments you’ll
make. Whether you
go for a bold colour
or pattern, or opt
for something
more neutral,
it’ll have a huge
impact on the
room, so choose
your fabric
carefully. If you’re
obsessed with
velvet, you’ll be
pleased to learn that
the trend-led world of
interiors has declared that
soft velvet sofas in plush shades
of olive green, cranberry or butterscotch
are in for autumn. Embellish it with
finishing touches like fringing and
piping, which also happen to be on the
most-wanted list. Let the sofa be the star
of your living room.

SHOW YOUR METAL

Be bold with brass and more blackened
metals like wrought iron. Next year
you can expect to see them wrapped
around furniture and intricately
sculpted into shelving units and light
fittings. For now, warm up your living

room with metal candlesticks housing
moody candle hues like black, burgundy
or deep purple.

BEAUTY SLEEP

You don’t need to fork out on an entire
makeover to create a cosy bedroom. If
your mattress isn’t past its due date, a
luxe headboard in autumn’s go-to
fabric, velvet, can make a really stylish
statement. Opt for one in a jewel-toned
shade to inject the look of luxe. If you
want to splurge on something extra
special, how about an overstuffed velvet
chair? If your budget doesn’t
stretch that far, see how a
few carefully placed faux
fur pillows or throws
and a fluffy rug
can still transform
your bedroom.

STEP UP

Away from the
‘cosy’, but still
deserving of
an autumnal
makeover, is
your staircase. Is
it among the most
stunning features in
your home or simply a
well-trodden means to move
from one floor to the next? Often
the stairs are the first thing a visitor
sees on entering a property. With major
design potential right under your feet,
why not treat them to an autumn
makeover? Upgrading to a completely
new set of stairs can be expensive, so
how about simply updating them?
Change – or ditch – the handrails
and swap the carpet for sanded-down
treads and risers. Pinterest is chock-full
of clever ideas using stencils, wallpaper,
tiles and paint. To inject a little
autumnal cosiness, think about fitting
under-rail LED lighting.
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A perfect ten
in kitchen tech

Sometimes all you
need to be inspired
in the kitchen are
a few new gadgets

1. POT SHOT

Imagine one cooking pot that can steam,
stew, make soup, roast, poach, sauté, bake,
slow cook and deliver perfect dough, rice,
pasta and even yoghurt. It’s no wonder
that John Lewis can barely keep up with
demand of Drew & Cole’s CleverChef
Digital Multicooker – sales have soared a
staggering 300 per cent in recent months.
With 14 cooking functions, accessories and
even a recipe book, if you can get your
hands on one, grab it!
drewandcole.com

7. STIR CRAZY

Some sauces demand more attention than
a newborn baby. Saving a lot of time – not
to mention arm ache – is the Automatic
Pan Stirrer mixing tool. It comes with a
built-in timer, so you can safely step away
from the hob and do all the other things
you’ve been putting off, while your sauce
looks after itself.
uncommongoods.com

2. SO TONG

Pebbly’s purse-friendly magnetic toast
tongs could well become your new
favourite kitchen gadget. They’re made
from bamboo, and have been designed to
prevent burnt fingertips when retrieving
hot toast from your toaster. Small and
perfectly formed.
divertimenti.co

3. GET PIT QUICK

Prettier than the plastic versions widely
available, the sleek stainless steel Avocado
Multi-Tool (top, left), from Uncommon
Goods, allows you to easily cut, pit and
scoop your avocado with ease. It features a
three-pronged, pit-removing pick which
isn’t so sharp that you worry about cutting
yourself. Works great on mangoes too.
uncommongoods.com

4. OH, CREPE

If your flip game isn’t as strong as you’d
like, you can still score perfect pancakes
as long as you’ve got a foolproof recipe
and Lakeland’s non-stick Swift Flat
Griddle Pan. It offers a flatter surface
than standard frying pans and even
heat distribution. Your culinary prowess
needn’t stop at pancakes either – naan
breads, drop scones, steak, omelettes...
your menu will be endless.
lakeland.co.uk

5. ON TAP

If you love your classic Smeg fridge, then
you’ll love its range of pretty-in-pastel
kitchen taps. Colour co-ordinate your
cooking space in mint green, pastel blue,
white, chrome, red or cream, and choose
between a chrome, nickel or brushed
stainless steel finish. The retro taps have a
single level mixer, and feature a flexible hose
and pull-out jet spray – perfect for rinsing
tricky items like reusable water bottles.
smeguk.com

6. HOLY TOAST

Do you live with someone
who constantly complains
that their toast is either too
light or too dark? Well, now
Goldilocks can have his or
her toast just how they like
it, courtesy of Magimix’s
amazing Vision Toaster,
right. It’s basically
see-through, so they can
pop their toast once
it looks just right.
Easy on the eye, too.
magimix.co.uk

8. AS EASY AS CAKE

Breville has created a clever mixer (above)
that softens baking ingredients 12 times
faster than they would normally. Ideal on
chilly days when the butter won’t soften,
the secret of the HeatSoft Hand Mixer’s
success is a gentle stream of warm air
blown onto the ingredients as they’re
mixed. It comes with seven speeds and
a selection of accessories, including a
whisk, dough hooks and beaters.
johnlewis.com

9. BERRY NICE

You can splay your hand across a
colander or press a chopping board on
top – but when it comes to draining
rinsed berries you’ll still lose some
to the sink hole. Uncommon Goods’
stylish strainer, the Berry Buddy,
comes with a built-in drip catcher and
spout. Now who fancies some PYO?
uncommongoods.com

10. GIN UP

With UK gin sales passing the £2 billion
barrier for the first time, it doesn’t
look like we’ll be giving up our gin
habits anytime soon. If there’s a gin
lover in your house, how about proudly
displaying their bottle collection on a
personalised gin rack? Scroll through
Etsy’s array of personalised racks
for ginspiration. We’ll drink to that.
etsy.com
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With forecasters warning
that Britain will be hit with its
coldest winter in 30 years,
we look at ways to warm your
home as efficiently and
cost-effectively as possible

I

F YOU checked last
winter’s fuel bill,
chances are, up to
70 per cent of the
total went towards
providing heating
and hot water. Obviously keeping
warm during winter is a top
priority, but that figure is still
enough to cause anyone to break
into a sweat. Saving money on
energy bills – and improving your
eco-credentials at the same time
– are just as important. Read on
for ways to improve your home’s
all-round heat efficiency before the
Beast from the East blows back in.

CHECK YOUR
BOILER

Most homes have a form of central
heating whereby a single boiler

heats water and pumps it around
a radiator system. Chances are it
runs on mains gas unless there is
no supply in your area, in which
case the boiler may be oil-fired or
use LPG (tank gas), coal or wood.
An inefficient boiler could add
hundreds of pounds to your
energy bills so upgrading to a new
one could cut costs in the long
term and have a positive impact
on your EPC (Energy Performance
Certificate) by reducing your
home’s carbon emissions.
You may consider switching to a
cheaper or lower-carbon fuel
technology, such as solar water
heating, heat pumps or biomass
fuels. Visit The Energy Savings
Trust website for detailed
explanations on the renewable
energies available.
Installing heating controls

to work with an existing boiler
can also help save money and
improve your carbon footprint.
Fitting individual thermostats
on radiators and using
smartphone apps allow you to
programme your heating and hot
water to come on at predefined
times, so you only use energy

where and when you need it.
If you tend to spend most of
your time in one room, say a
home office, it may be worth
looking at a getting secondary
heating option via a portable
heater or wood-burning stove so
that you’re not heating the whole
house unnecessarily.
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CHANGE IS GOOD

It’s also worth looking at other ways
to boost the heat efficiency in your
home. These include improving loft
and cavity wall insulation, sealing
up any unused vents, fitting double
glazing and draught-proofing doors,
windows and even cracks in the
floor. You may wish to consider
underfloor heating as it guarantees
even heat distribution and can
be laid under all types of flooring.
Connected to your existing
boiler, the average system uses
significantly less energy than
conventional radiators.
If you’d rather stick with
traditional radiators, make
sure that sofas – or any furniture
for that matter – aren’t positioned
in front of them, absorbing all
the heat. Fixing a purpose-made
shelf just above or installing a
radiator panel will throw the heat
forward into the room rather
than up the walls.
Other small changes worth
considering include investing in
heavy, thermal-lined curtains,
turning radiators off in rooms not
in daily use, keeping all doors
closed and throwing down wool
rugs to prevent heat escaping
through floorboards. As unused
chimneys can suck the heat out of
your home, a removable chimney
balloon will prevent heat loss at
times you don’t have the fire on.
With the chill closing in, heating
your home and making your
money stretch further is top of
everyone’s check list. We hope
we have sparked a few ideas to
keep the Beast at bay.
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How to be more
energy efficient
in your home
Small changes that will make a big
impact on your property’s energy usage

A

ND WE don’t just
mean lower bills.
A few shrewd home
improvements could
reduce carbon emissions,
too. Here are some
inexpensive ways to ensure your home is
running as energy-efficiently as possible.

TEN FREE
IMPROVEMENTS

1) Use the eco settings on your dishwasher

and washing machine and wait until you
have a full load before turning them on.
2) If you can feel cold spots on your
radiators when the central heating is on,
they need bleeding. Until those trapped
pockets of air are released, you’ll be paying
full whack for an ineffective system.
3) When possible, air-dry your clothes
instead of using a tumble dryer or
heated airer.
4) Turn off the lights every time you
leave a room. Even switching a light
off for a few seconds will save more
energy than it takes to switch it back on.
Same goes for the TV.
5) Turn off radiators in unoccupied guest
rooms and keep the doors closed.
6) The average UK household spends
£30 a year powering appliances left in
standby mode. If you are going away for
a few days, turn them off at the plug or
buy a standby saver.
7) Use a bowl when doing the washing up
rather than leaving the taps running.
8) Talking of which, a running tap wastes
around six litres of water a minute, so turn
it off while brushing your teeth, shaving or
washing your face. Having a water meter
fitted may prompt you to think of the water
disappearing down the plughole.
9) Only fill the kettle with as much water
as you need each time.
10) Turning your thermostat down one
degree can save about £80 and 320kg of
carbon dioxide a year, according to the
Energy Saving Trust.

TEN INEXPENSIVE
IMPROVEMENTS

1) Invest in an eco-kettle. It’ll allow you to

see how many cups of water you’re heating,
keep the boiled water hot for longer and
use less power than regular kettles.
2) Next time you’re shopping for bigger

appliances (fridge, TV, etc) make your choice
based on the one whose label carries the best
energy rating for the size you’re after.
3) Always use the boiler to heat water rather
than an energy-guzzling immersion heater,
which is best saved as an emergency back-up.
4) Showers use way less water and energy
than filling a bath. And by fitting a
water-efficient shower head you won’t
even realise that you’re not enjoying the
same flow of water as before.
5) Install compact fluorescent lamps (CFL)
and light emitting diodes (LED) light bulbs,
dimmers and spotlights. They tend to last
longer than tungsten and halogen bulbs
saving you money in the long run, too.

6) If you’re having a switch around (pun
intended), arrange your light switches where
it’s most convenient for them to be turned
off, say at the top and bottom of the stairs
and by each door to a room.
7) Fit a sensor and timer onto external lights
so they’re only in use when they need to be.
8) A continual drip from a leaky tap can
waste hundreds of litres of water over time,
so check your washer.
9) Draught-proof any gaps around window
frames. You can spot them by moving a torch
around at night. Get someone to track any
light coming through holes. While you’re at it,
fit a letterbox cover or draught excluder if you
can feel a gale-force wind coming through.
10) Ask whether your energy supplier will
provide you with a smart meter for free. If
not, you can pick one up relatively cheaply,
for around £20. Once installed somewhere
you can keep an eye on it, you’ll see exactly
how much you’re spending in terms of
money and energy. It just goes to prove that
finding ways to save money (and the planet)
doesn’t have to cost a packet. Now switch
that eco-kettle on. It’s time for tea.
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From jet-black walls to
Seventies-inspired furniture,
it’s time for a home refresh
BLACK TO BASICS

A matt-black statement feature
wall is sure to create a striking first
impression. As would black
furniture, an emerging trend hotly
anticipated to be huge in 2020.
John Lewis predicts that the ‘little
black chair’ will become the style
icon of any room. But if you’re not
quite ready to dip into the paint
pot or invest in furniture, try
picking up small matt black accent
pieces like cushions, rugs, vases,
photo frames and table lamps.
Little items with big impact.

ALL BRIGHT NOW

A paint project can help bring a
room right up to date. With shades
of grey still topping the paint
popularity list, you may be
surprised – even pleased – to learn
that the next ‘it’ shades in paint
will be Peach Pink (think a softer
version of summer’s hot coral)
Fruit Dove (a punchy pink) and
Galaxy Blue (a subdued cobalt.)

Way more exciting than settling for
grey, but if you’re characteristically
cautious with colour, opt for a
feature wall or paint up to a dado
rail, if you have one.

IT’S TREE TIME

Cacti, spider plants, peace lilies
and orchids... Indoor plants have
long been applauded for their
air-purifying and destressing
benefits, but now the ante has
been well and truly upped with
potted mini citrus trees fast
becoming the next big thing in
plant decor. Orange, kumquat,
lime or lemon – choose your
mini tree based on its fragrance
and favoured flash of colour, and
position it in a sunny spot.

TRY MINDFUL
LIVING

Calm, comfortable and clear of
clutter - the Japanese have a word
for it: kanso. Now, courtesy of
some home-grown high-street

brands, this clean, simplistic Far
Eastern aesthetic is accessible even
on a minimalist budget. Kanso is
about paring everything back to
just the most beautiful basics to
help you achieve a calmer, happier
state of mind. With simple colour
palettes, like blue and cool grey,
and natural materials, like
bleached woods and concrete,
you’re one shopping spree away
from achieving total zen. Find
kanso ranges in Argos and
Sainsbury’s.

GETTING
TROLLIED

Why make do with a stationary
side table when you can have a...
drinks’ trolley! Not only do they
offer a lot more storage, they can
be moved around easily. Whether
serving afternoon tea, pre-dinner
drinks or simply acting as a
home for your books, this season
trollies are on a roll. A gunmetal
handmade iron version by
Dorset-based company Oggetto
would make a seriously chic
addition to your living room.
Otherwise, find more walletfriendly cocktail trollies parked
up in Argos, Next and Dunelm.
A wheelie hot investment for 2020.
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